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Abstract. In this research, we evaluate the performance of total noise effect on two dimension (2-D) optical code-division multiple access (OCDMA) performance systems using 2-D Modified Double Weight MDW under various link parameters. The impact of the multi-access interference (MAI) and other noise effect on the system performance. The 2-D MDW is compared mathematically with other codes which use similar techniques. We analyzed and optimized the data rate and effective receive power. The performance and optimization of MDW code in OCDMA system are reported, the bit error rate (BER) can be significantly improved when the 2-D MDW code desired parameters are selected especially the cross correlation properties. It reduces the MAI in the system compensate BER and phase-induced intensity noise (PIIN) in incoherent OCDMA. The analysis permits a thorough understanding of PIIN, shot and thermal noises impact on 2-D MDW OCDMA system performance. PIIN is the main noise factor in the OCDMA network.

1 Introduction

The major technical challenge for today’s communication network systems is to take high bandwidth since the volume of information produced increases rapidly. Optical code division multiplexing access (OCDMA) is one technique of such promising technology that takes advantage of excess bandwidth in single mode optical fiber with low information rate into high rate optical sequences followed by optical transmitter to obtain random, asynchronous access without centralized control among users [1].

The important to an effective CDMA system is the choice of efficient statement code sequences with high autocorrelation and zero or fix cross-correlation properties for encoding and decoding of the source bits [2].

The autocorrelation amplitude must be very high and the cross correlation and cross correlation amplitude between two users must remain as low as possible. High autocorrelation amplitude enables the detection of the orginal signal and low cross-correlation amplitude supports in reducing interference from users [3,4]. Wide research has been made to discover the impact optical or codes for non-coherent optical CDMA systems.
2 Performance Analysis of 2-D MDW Code

2.1 Signal to Noise Ratio Equation

The 2-D W/T MDW code is W/T OCDMA code which was developed in 2013 by Arief et al [7]. This code has a good cross-correlation property, optimizing data transmission rate, capable of suppressing PIIN, eliminating MAI and enhancing system performance of the OCDMA system architecture. The code also has the advantage of high cardinality and low effective transmitted power. The 2-D W/T MDW OCDMA code is derived from the 1-D MDW OCDMA [8,9]. The serious requirement in minimizing interference which is non-exclusive to all code groupings is the low cross-correlation and high auto-correlation with low side flaps. These are important parameters which will be changed so the effect on the framework execution can be understood; the synchronous number of clients, the number of Hamming weight, the bit rate, the effective transmitted power and the noise power [10].

In this section, signal to noise ratio (SNR) and bit error rate (BER) performance for incoherent SAC optical CDMA has been studied for 2-D MDW code design. MAI is mainly due to thermal noise, shot noise and phase-induced intensity noise. The effect of dark current for photodiodes has been neglected here. As mention before there are three types of noise that are taken into consideration in the performance analysis. The effect of the dark current is neglected [4] because it is so small. The BER calculation is based on the Gaussian approximation. The photo-diode, which is used to detect thermal lights, produces the photodiode noise that can be expressed as follows [9]:

$$i = 2eIB + I^2B\tau_e + \frac{4K_BT_TB}{R_L}$$

(1)

The Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the received optical signal is written as [9]:

$$r(f) = \frac{P_v}{\Delta k_2} \sum_{w=1}^{W} d(w) \sum_{i=0}^{M-1-N-1} \sum_{j=0}^{a_i} W_{ija \tau} \{ f - f_0 - \frac{M}{2M}(M+2i) \} \bigg\{ f - f_0 - \frac{M}{2M}(M+2i-2) \}$$

(2)

where $P_v$ is the effective power of a broadband source at the receiver, $\Delta f$ is the bandwidth of the source, $k_2$ is the code weight of the time-chip code sequence, $w$ is the number of simultaneously active users, $d(w)$ is the data bit of the $w_{th}$ user which can either be “1” or “0”. $M$ is the code length of a spectra code sequence, $N$ is the code length of the spatial code or time sequence, $a_i$ is an element of the $w_{th}$ user’s code word [7].

The modulated 2-D W/T MDW code carries data to the decoder. The $u(f)$ represents the unit step function that can be expressed as [9]:

$$u(f) = \begin{cases} 1, & f \geq 0 \\ 0, & f < 0 \end{cases}$$

(3)

PSD that exists at the PD0, PD1, PD2 and PD3 of the receiver by using the cross-correlation between the receiver are written as [8,9]:

$$G_0(f) = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \sum_{j=0}^{a_i} W_{ija \tau} \{ f - f_0 - \frac{M}{2M}(M+2i) \} \bigg\{ f - f_0 - \frac{M}{2M}(M+2i-2) \}$$

(4)

$$G_1(f) = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \sum_{j=0}^{a_i} W_{ija \tau} \{ f - f_0 - \frac{M}{2M}(M+2i) \} \bigg\{ f - f_0 - \frac{M}{2M}(M+2i-2) \}$$

(5)

$$G_2(f) = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \sum_{j=0}^{a_i} W_{ija \tau} \{ f - f_0 - \frac{M}{2M}(M+2i) \} \bigg\{ f - f_0 - \frac{M}{2M}(M+2i-2) \}$$

(6)

$$G_3(f) = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \sum_{j=0}^{a_i} W_{ija \tau} \{ f - f_0 - \frac{M}{2M}(M+2i) \} \bigg\{ f - f_0 - \frac{M}{2M}(M+2i-2) \}$$

(7)

$k_i$ is the code weight of a spectra code sequence.

For a worst scenario analysis, we set $d(w) = 1$. The $G_0(f), G_1(f), G_2(f)$ and $G_3(f)$ are used to obtain output current from each arm of the detector. Average output currents PD0, PD1, PD2 and PD3 from the receiver are written as [8,9]:

$$I_0(f) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} G_0(f)df = \frac{\beta_p}{\Delta k_2} \{ \frac{(W-1)(N-1)}{(MN-1)} + \frac{k_2}{k_1} \}$$

(8)

$$I_1(f) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} G_1(f)df = \frac{\beta_p}{\Delta k_2} \{ \frac{(W-1)(N-1)}{(MN-1)} + \frac{k_2}{k_1} \}$$

The effect of dark current is neglected [4] because it is so small.
\[ I_2(f) = \frac{\infty}{0} G_2(f) df = \frac{\Re P}{\sqrt{M^2}} \left\{ k_2 \frac{(W-1)(M-1)}{(MN-1)} + \frac{(W-1)(M-1)(N-1)}{(MN-1)} \right\} \]  

\[ I_3(f) = \frac{\infty}{0} G_3(f) df = \frac{\Re P}{\sqrt{M^2}} \left\{ (W-1)(M-1)(N-1) \right\} \]  

Where \( \Re \) is the response of the photodiode, \( \Re = \eta e/hf_0 \), \( \eta \) is the quantum efficiency of the PD, \( h \) is the Plank’s constant and \( f_0 \) is the central frequency of the incident light. The average photocurrent output from the receiver is defined as the average output current of (PD0-PD1) minus (PD2-PD3) of the receiver and was expressed as [8,9]:

\[ I_r = I_0 - I_1 = \frac{\Re P I}{M} \]  

Mixing an incoherent light field’s incident which causes intensity noise at PD output, PIIN is the result of phase different between users. The power of PIIN that exists in a photocurrent of the receiver can be written as:

\[ P_{PIIN} = \frac{B_P^2 k_2(MN-1)^2 + k_2(W-1)(M-1)^2}{2M^2 k_2(MN-1)^2} \]  

The shot noises are coming from the receiver, the average output currents of the receiver are independent of each other. The power of shot noise current can be represented by:

\[ P_{shot} = 2eB_P \left( k_2(k_2(MN-1)+2k_1(W-1)(M-1)+ \frac{k_2(W-1)(M-1)+4(W-1)(M-1)(N-1)}{M^2} \right) \]  

Noise power thermal noise; the variance of thermal noise power is defined as:

\[ P_{thermal} = \frac{4kTB_P}{R_L} \]  

From equation 12 the total photocurrent output from the receiver \( I_r \) is given by:

\[ I_r^2 = \left( \frac{\Re P M I}{k_2} \right)^2 \]  

\[ SNR = \frac{I_r^2}{I_{PIIN} + I_{shot}^2 + I_{thermal}^2} \]  

BER can be expressed in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as:

\[ BER(M) = \frac{1}{2} erfc\left( \frac{SNR}{8} \right) \]  

The photodiode is used to detect thermal lights produces the photocurrent noise, PIIN, shot noise and thermal noise are considered in performance analysis. BER calculation is based on Gaussian approximation.

### 2.2 Results and Discussion

In the theoretical calculation, the link parameter of the Equation 18 that has been used is shown in Table 4.1. These parameters are the same as used in [8]. The 2-D W/T MDW OCDMA code sequence uses the notation of \( (M, N, \lambda_\alpha, \lambda_c) \) to denote \( M \) as the number of wavelengths, \( N \) is temporal code length, \( \lambda_\alpha \) and \( \lambda_c \) are auto-correlation and cross-correlation values.

| Parameters Used in Numerical Calculation | \( \eta = 0.75 \) | \( \Delta \lambda = 50nm(\Delta \lambda = 3.75THz) \) |
| Spectral width | | |
| Operational wavelength | \( \lambda = 1.55\mu m \) | |
| Electrical bandwidth | B = 311 MHz | |
| Data transmission rate | R_s = 622 Mbps, 1 Gbps, 1.5 Gbps, 2 Gbps | |
| Receiver noise temperature | T_n = 300K | |
| Receiver load resistor | R_L = 103Ω | |
| Boltzmann’s constant | K_B = 1.38 x 10^{-23} W/K/Hz | |
| Electron charge | e = 1.60217646 x 10^{-19} coulomb | |
| Light velocity | \( C = 3 x 10^8 \text{m/s} \) | |

The total noise consists of PIIN, Shot noise which is always low and negligible above -30dBm and thermal noise Fig 1 details the total noise of 2-D MDW (M=63, N=3), 2-D PDC (M=57, N=3) versus \( P_s \) below -30 dBm the constant curves are observed. 2-D MDW shows lowest total noises power curve possible compare to others. Low total noise results in high SNR and low BER.
Fig. 1. Total noise BER versus effective power ($P_{sr}$) for 2-D MDW ($M=63, N=3$), 2-D PDC ($M=57, N=3$), 2-D MQC ($p_1=7, p_2=3$).

Fig. 2. BER as a function of effective power for 2-D PDC ($M=57, N=3$) and 2-D MDW ($M=63, N=3$).

Fig. 2 shows the effect of 2-D MDW ($M=63, N=3$) BER curves of PIN combine with shot noise, PIN + thermal noise and finally combine of the three noises for the $P_{sr}$ starts from -40 to -5 dBm on the effective power slop.

Table 2. 2-D MDW OCDMA PIN, Shot and Thermal noise versus effective power.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>$P_{sr}$(dBm)</th>
<th>Lost(dBm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-D MDW ($M=63,N=3$) PIN, Shot &amp; Thermal noise</td>
<td>-17.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-D MDW ($M=63,N=3$) PIN &amp; Shot noise</td>
<td>-18.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-D MDW ($M=63,N=3$) PIN &amp; Thermal noise</td>
<td>-18.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-D MDW ($M=63,N=3$) Shot &amp; Thermal noise</td>
<td>-20.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-D PDC ($M=57,N=3$) PIN, Shot &amp; Thermal noise</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 2, PIN noise alone causes -2.8 dBm power penalty lost; 16% lost. Whereas shot and thermal noise contribute -1 dBm and -0.8 dBm towards power penalty lost 5.7% and 4.6% respectively. The 2-D PDC ($M=57, N=3$) code sequence does not fulfill the $10^{-9}$ BER error floor. OCDMA Asynchronous nature causes overlapped pulses results in PIN increases. Performance is sensitive to PIN in comparison to Shot and Thermal noise. PIN is the main contributor towards system degradation. 2-D MDW OCDMA is designed with the property of PIN suppression.

3 Conclusion

PIN is main limitation factor to the system performance as compare to the shot noise and thermal noise. When $P_{sr}$ is low, thermal noise source becomes the main factor that limits the system performance. Shot noise always low and negligible above -30dBm. The lower total noises power results in high SNR and low BER. It is also been observed that thermal noise is much more influential than shot noise. 2-D MDW code achieves low optical transmission requirement ($P_{sr}$) at -17.5 dBm in comparison to 2-D PDC and 2-D MQC code.
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